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In this letter we consider the phenomenon of a γ -ray burst as a nonlinear collapse of a magnetic cavity surrounding a neutron star with very huge magnetic field B G ≅ ÷ 10 10 15 16 due to the process of the bubble shape instability in a resonant MHD field of an accreting plasma. The QED effect of vacuum polarizability by a strong magnetic field is taken into a consideration. We develop the analogy with the phenomenon of sonoluminescence (SL) when the gas bubble is located in surrounding liquid with a driven sound intensity. We show that this analogy between GRB and SL phenomena really exists.
We find the quite reasonable resemblance between phenomena of cosmic γ -ray bursts and sonoluminescence phenomenon.
Sonoluminescence (SL) is the phenomenon of light emission by a sound-driven gas bubble in fluid We start with a brief summary of the basic experimental data.
The most common situation is that of an air bubble in water.
Experiments of SL study deal as a rule with bubbles of ambient radius 
Moreover into this scenario it is possible to solve the problem of complex temporal structure of GRB phenomenon which looks for some GRBs as a series of separate peaks. This case is a physical analogue of, so-called, multiple bubble SL. In such "multiple bubble SL", many bubbles grow and collapse throughout the regions of most intense acoustic stress. 
Arons and Lea
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where V is a cavity volume, r k is a wavenumber, ω cav is a frequency,
is to be typical for driven MHD-field in a accretion matter. Let us remind that the kiloHertz quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) have been discovered at many accreting X-ray pulsars (see, for example, the excellent review (ref. 21) and refs. there).
We shall make the estimation of Eq. (2) suggesting that there is a high wavenumber cutoff K of a spectrum of QED magnetized vacuum. We suggest that cutoff K is determined by a distance between Landau levels: h h ω B e eB m c = /
. Therefore:
where n v is a refractive index of QED magnetized vacuum.
The expressions for this index was at first obtained by Adler 22 .
The estimation of (2) can be done with use of Bogolubov coefficients technique (ref. [11] [12] [13] . The final result is to be 13 :
( ) 
where R is a radius of a magnetic cavity and n is the refractive index of the region (the analogue of a liquid in a case of SL phenomenon)
where driving kiloHertz MHD waves are produced. We accept that n ≈ 1. 
Then Eq. (4) transforms into: 
It is quite easy to obtain from (7) the energy value E erg cav = × During this stage the shock is generated that is directed into the centre of a bubble. At last the third stage is an emission of radiation together with developing of the another shock that is directed outside 25 . Namely this stage can be considered as the jet and fireball phenomenon that produces an optical and infrared afterglow. It is well known that when an asymmetric bubble collapses in a liquid, it generally produces a well-defined high-velocity jet 26 .
In the case of a collapse of QED vacuum the complex temporal structure of GRB can simply reflect the more complicated, than dipole, structure of a surface magnetic field of a neutron star. For example, Arons 27 has suggested that the actual surface magnetic field should be a superposition of clumps covering the whole surface of a neutron star (see also ref. 28 ). In his case the collapse of QED magnetized vacuum can be looked as the "multiple-bubble SL" phenomenon.
